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Member Focus….. Marichin Uriarte and Marichin Papillons

Dates & Places to Remember
PCT meetings are scheduled throughout the year and include socials PLUS get 
togethers at numerous nearby dog shows. Our goal is for our PCT members to easily 
network and play an active part in the club. From the increased size in attendance, this 
strategy must be working.  There are no further meetings scheduled until the dog shows 
in Fayetteville, AR, October 5th. There is a August pot luck social planned at Marilyn 
Iliff's home (see the PCT Facebook when there is an announce of time and date set) and 
the annual Christmas social and meeting (no date set). Looks like a fun year to come. If 
you have an opinion about the social, email me and I will forward it to the officers. 

Letter from the President

CH Nouveau Less Is More 
(Mouse) won his Grand 
Champion Title with 5 Majors, 
taking his first points in October 
2010 and was then was out of the 
ring until July2011. He has taken 
BOB or BOS or SD at every show, 
quite an achievement for a nine 
year old. He and a number of other 
Nouveau Papillon currently live 
with Marichin Uriarte in San 
Antonio. TX

Well, here we are at the start of a New Year, New 
Board, and New Adventures, but I’d like to first thank 
everyone for all the hard work these previous years.  I’m so 
proud to be a part of such a wonderful club, we are so 
fortunate to have a group of people who get along so well

We once again participated in the Responsible Dog 
Ownership Day on September 21 in OKC as a Significant 
Sponsor Club.  This allowed us the ability to meet our AKC 
qualifications to hold our Specialties.  This year we took 
one step further as PCT sponsored a Patella and Heart 
Clinic for OFA qualifications.  This will help teach people about the importance of 
Health Screenings along with learning about the Papillon Breed.  This will also be 
advertised Nationally by AKC showing us as the Sponsors.

Also, I’m very excited to announce that we are starting the planning for the 
2015 PCA National Specialty.  Everyone is very excited and the ideas coming forth 
were  great ones.  This will take the effort of the club as a whole and I’d like everyone 
to be involved if they can.  Remember, “Get Your Kicks on Route 66”, where all roads 
do lead to Oklahoma.
Mary
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On the Cover: Marichin Uriarte and Marichin Papillons

Marichine Uriarte was born in Madrid, Spain and studied at one of the 
oldest universities in Spain, the University of  Zaragonza, which is located in the 
large city by the same name, and located some 200 miles northwest of Madrid 
and only 75 minutes travel time by speed rail.

When Marichin moved to the United States, she married a man she met 
while traveling and settled in San Antonio, Texas where she established herself 
as Marichin Papillons. In Spain, for 14 years she had participated in horse 
jumping at the international level and worked with her father, selling PVC and 
Polibutilene pipe and fittings all around the world. As part of that travel, she 
came to the US to sell polibutilene and met and married her husband. 
Unfortunately, he was into American saddle and she, into English riding which 
didn't work so well. Anyway, her bones didn't want to adjust since she'd broken a 
few in the past.

Marichin stopped horse competition when she married but it was when 
her 16 year old Yorkie Riky died that she decided to get another dog. Riky had 
been so special that it took a year to get another dog.  She found her first show 
dog, Tessa, a Monarch papillon, when she attended a dog show. The rest is 
history, and she just loves it. 

 Marichin started in Papillons 1999 and later introduced some English 
bloodlines into her breeding program from Mark Billinghurst & Mike Foster of 
Nouveau Papillons. For those unfamiliar with Nouveau Papillons, they were 
involved with the Papillon (Butterfly Dog) breed for nearly 35 years before 
retiring from breeding and showing. They started publishing The Illustrated 
Standard for the Papillon and Phalene. You might enjoy their website, which a 
classic description such as one might find in On the Cover.

Special Interest: PCT is looking for a New Editor
Marilyn Bauer initiated the the TulsaPaps Newsletter on November 13, 2005, 

despite the fact that she had never edited or produced a newsletter. It was definitely 
an act of courage. She had written papers for her Ph.D. and dissertation but that was 
her biggest obstacle during this tenure. The fact that she could summarize articles in 
50 words, limiting the information, helped but it wasn't often that such briefness 
could be drawn down like the summary at the beginning of a research paper. 

When Don Bauer, President (2008 to 2013) requested that she write articles 
rather than summarize, the learning process began again. Learning to write 
informative stories in everyday language may seem nature to most but was Don's 
biggest headache in the editing.

Marilyn thanks her sister, retired editor Kathleen Ward, who taught her better 
ways of saying the same thing and her husband, Don, for re-reading more times than 
he'd have preferred when helping her say the same thing in the language of detailed 
people (Marilyn tends to be very abstract) 

To summarize, Marilyn insists that if she can do it, anyone can. So, if this is a 
something you could consider, why don't you give it a try.

(Left to right)
Nouveau Light Up The Sky 

(Rosie) with her two 
children Am Ch Nouveau 
Less Is More (Mouse) and 

right Am Ch Nouveau 
Texas Lady (Lady)

(Lady)

FYI Twelve month old Mouse 
is the sire of Marichin's first 
bred-by papillon Elena who 
won the five point major and 
championship at the 2013 Tulsa 
Specialty. 

PCT is Looking for an 
Editor for the TulsaPaps 
Newsletter:
Having a newsletter is 
important to look more 
professional by 
presenting the news of 
the membership; 
announcing our up and 
coming events; and 
providing detailed 
information for those who 
visit our website.  
www.tulspaps.org/
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Education: A Humorous Look at What Handlers Do:
PROFESSIONAL HANDLERS: Professional Handlers (PH) are those who 

show dogs for a fee, so the dogs' owners are spared the joys of kneeling in the mud in 
their own business suit, or having their last pair of pantyhose split on the second day of 
a 10-day circuit. PH can be discerned from other exhibitors by several methods. One is 
their somewhat officious and aloof manner around ringside (which is difficult to master 
when you have muddy knees and/or split pantyhose). Outside the ring, PH rarely 
acknowledges anyone except the judge (whom they know personally), other PHs (whom 
they know personally), and their own kennel help (whom they either know rather too 
personally, or who are from foreign countries and have unpronounceable names,or 
both). Kennel help, by the way, are those nubile young men and women who race back 
and forth from the grooming area to ringside like orbiting comets, bringing dogs to their 
PH to show and taking already-been- shown dogs back to their crates in a never-ending 
cycle. This is called "learning the business". Meanwhile, the PH stands there, 'dog-less,' 
squinting at the competition and deciding whether to get his or her armband the usual 
half-second before going into the ring, or give the steward a real shock and get it a 
whole minute ahead of time. PH plumage is the nicest seen among those at the dog 
show, besides that of the judges and the junior handlers, because the kennel help are the 
ones who do the dirty work outside the ring. PH has no reliable call, but do sometimes 
change color abruptly in the ring when they don't receive the award they expected. 
Generally speedier in motion when leaving the ring than when they entered it.

OWNER -HANDLERS: Owner-Handlers (OH) are people who show their 
owndog(s), rather than hiring a PH. They are roughly divided into two groups: 
Experienced OH (EOH) and Novice OH (NOH). We will discuss them separately. At 
first glance, EOH may be difficult to differentiate from PH. Their plumage is similar and 
their general look of competence, control and 'cool' is the same. The way to tell them 
apart is outside the ring. EOH always has a dog with them because they don't have 
kennel help to bring them their dog at ringside. Also, EOHs do talk to people and 
usually gravitate to, or form on their own, small circle of other EOHs almost from the 
moment they arrive on the grounds. (The really well established EOH is generally a 
prominent breeder, and they often arrive at the show with their very own personal circle 
of communicants, called "disciples". ) EOH know everyone who has their breed and 
they know all the dogs in their breed by registered name, call name, pet name, pedigree, 
show record and degree of quality (which they are constantly critiquing). This allows 
them to chatter on freely in rarified terms about the latest breedings, wins, dogs and 
people without a newcomer having a clue as to what they're talking about. (By contrast, 
the PH might not even remember the name of the dog they have on the end of the lead at 
any given moment). If an unknown competitor shows up, EOHs give their dog a quick 
visual once-over and then talk about it behind their hands. EOHs never buy a catalog. 
They arrive at the show in enormous motor homes with six ex-pens bungeed on the 
front, even if they are only showing one Chihuahua that day. However, they only bring 
their dog and a small bag of equipment to ringside. Distinctive call: "Can I see your 
catalog a minute?" NOH, on the other hand, are easily picked out. They arrive at the 
show three hours before they are due to go in, with their St. Bernard stuffed into the 
back of the family Toyota. To ringside they bring the dog, its crate, its bowl, a water jug, 
a bag of dog food, a large blanket, three chairs, a Coleman cooler, four kids (two fully 
ambulatory, one in a stroller and one an infant), the spouse, and a portable TV. They 
always have their armband on three breeds before theirs is to be judged, and they always 
buy a catalog (which is how they meet EOHs). For all their advance preparation, NOHs 
are often the last ones into the ring because by the time their class is actually called, 
they've passed out from exhaustion. NOHs are generally either overdressed or 
underdressed for the occasion, and have been known to show their dogs on flat collars 
and chain leashes. For all that, their typically sweet, earnest, and somewhat addlepated 
temperament is among the best one will meet up with at a dog show, although after the 
eighth time one of them is late for his or her class, it starts to wear thin. The distinctive 
call is raucous and shouted across the ring to the family: "Hey, Honey, look...we got 
fourth! Isn't that Great ???!!!

 As a novice, a dog show can 
be a daunting experience. The 
initial impression is often one 
of a single-purpose county
fair where many grim-faced 
people run about with numbers 
on their arms and dogs in tow, 
and where, only about 1 in 20 
of them appear to actually be 
having fun.

In the right collumn is a short 
list of the  most frequently-
encountered personages at a 
dog show, and how to identify 
them by their typical plumage,
temperament, demeanor and 
call(ed): To read more go to 
www.charlinmanchesters.com/
FieldGuide.pdf

The author, Linda Lewin, has 
bred and shown dogs since the 
1970s, including Dalmatians 
and Manchester Terriers.  
Currently she is active, judging 
all-breed and specialty match 
shows.   
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Upcoming
Events . . .
 The next PCT meeting will 
be held after the Papillons 
show in Fayetteville, October 
5th.
Notice:

After eight years as 
editor, the September issue will 
be the final newsletter by 
Marilyn Bauer. Until an editor 
is located, members can go to 
our Papillon Club of Tulsa 
Facebook page to catch up with 
events. The newsletter has been 
a sort of permanent collection 
of  information begun in 
scrapbook form by Katherine 
Auger. There are two notebooks 
available for Club members to 
see.

Editor:
Marilyn Bauer

1610 Maple St.
Sallisaw OK 74955

Phone:
(H) 918-960-7277(PAPS)

(C) 479-926-1432

E-mail:
marilyn@bauermail.com

or
marilyn@diamondnet.us

We're on the Web!
at

www.tulsapaps.org

On the Road in Oklahoma City

Dorothy Fain's KEN MAR COOL J 
(right) won 4th place Open at the 
PCA National (handled by Don 
Colvard). At OKC he won BW/
BOBOH/OHG4. We're going to see 
a lot more of this young man ;-)

Danea Fayard (pictured left), Brian Leonard & Diana Hargis's  
Adaugeo Endymion Princess of Classique (Demy) won winners 
& BOS to earn her Championship, all  from the Bred By Class in 
OKC. Now, that's a Happy Look!!!

Don & Marilyn Bauer's Pilot 
Lockheed Electra (Ellie) 
(pictured right) won her first 
points towards her 
championship in Claremore, 
finished it in OKC and, after a 
six weeks break, completed her  
Grand Championship in 
Topeka, handled by Jana Klein. 

 Marcy Wyren's GCH Lily's 
Strawberry Fields (Vanilla) 
(right)won BOS at the 2013 
PCA Nation in Lexington, 
KY and is currently in the 
AKC top 20 Papillons. 
Congratulations to Marcy 
and Vanilla!!!

It is exciting to see how many of our members won points at the various dog 
shows in the area. At Oklahoma City, two member's completed their Papillon's 
championship, Danea Fayard with Demy in Bred-by and Don & Marilyn Bauer with 
Ellie. We were well represented at the Papillon Club of America's National by Marcy 
Wyren's Vanilla winning Best of Opposite and Dorothy Fain's Cool J, 4th, in open.

We want to welcome new members Tonia Perry of Bastrop, Louisiana ; Toni & 
Ron White, of Bixby, Oklahoma and Carol Schmidt of Saint Paul, Minnesota..  

Lastly, don't forget that Friday, March 28th will be the date for the back-to-back 
2014 Specialty to be held in Claremore, Oklahoma.  Claremore Kennel Club will have 
their all-breed show on March 29 and March 30.



Sally Hill's GCH AM Blazen IM The 
Purist Of All (Candido), who is in the top 
20 Papillons, won an Award of Merit and 
Blazen Admire It's All About Me 
Papillon National 2013 Kentucky. Way to 
go, Sissy!!!

Patsy Kirk's Swaze wins 
BW in San Antonio. 
Five points to go!!! 

PCT wins big in Topeka. Pictured left to right: Alexia Motegajto--Ricki J- 
BOB; Julia Motega -- Quillo's Runway Sensation BOS; Shay Paskvan--- 
CH Crown Jewel Our of the Blue, Select Dog; Danea Fayard--- CH 
Adaugeo Endymion Princess of Classique, Select Bitch, and Adaugeo Kiss 
Me, WB . Pictured with Judge Fred Bassett.  

Tonia Perry's CH Windlake Party On (Tiger) 
won Best of Breed in Jackson MS and 
Owner handler Group 1 and Owner handler 
Best in Show! I am (Pictured above in 
Longview where he took a Select).

It is with saddness that Mary Hakel 
lost her beloved Cooper "CH Calivar 
Mini Cooper" in a freak accident. He 
was indeed a beautiful Papillon who 
will be greatly missed.

Congratulation to 
Alexa & RJ on Best 
Junior and making 
him a Bronze Level 
Grand Champion at 
Mesquite TX

Paula Cox's Gerby (puppy above) was best op in the beginner puppy 
competition at the Dallas toy show. Pippa's Grand Champion  is GCH 
Copella Mirage Almost A Princes and Pixel (pictured) is a new champion 
picture. BIS BISS GCH Namaste Another Roadside Attraction (Dylan) 
finished his CH by going BIS from the classes at 14 months of age and 
finishing his GCH, winning Best In Show Owner Handled at eight years 
of age, placing in veteran at the PCA in May as a veteran. 

What a great 
group we 
have!!! It 
was definite 
a summer to 
remember ;-)


